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Abstract: Pore pressure prediction is a well-developed key discipline for well planning in the hydrocarbon industry, suggesting a similar importance for deep geothermal wells, especially, since drilling cost is often the largest investment in deep geothermal energy projects. To address the role of pore pressure prediction in deep geothermal energy, we investigated pore pressure-related drilling problems in the overpressured North Alpine Foreland Basin in SE Germany – one of Europe’s most extensively explored deep geothermal energy plays. In the past, pore pressure was mainly predicted via maximum drilling mud weights of offset hydrocarbon wells, but recently more data became available, which led to a re-evaluation of the pore pressure distribution in this area. To compare the impact of pore pressure and its prediction, 70% of all deep geothermal wells drilled have been investigated for pore pressure-related drilling problems and two deep geothermal projects are given as more detailed examples. Thereby, pore pressure-related drilling problems were encountered in one third of all wells drilled, resulting in several side-tracks and an estimated drilling rate decrease of up to 40%, highlighting the importance of accurate pore pressure prediction to significantly reduce the cost of deep geothermal drilling in overpressured environments.
Deep geothermal energy can contribute to reduce the CO₂ footprint (IRENA 2021) and compared to most other renewable energy forms has the advantage of providing base load capacity and the opportunity to offer clean energy for both electricity generation and district heating (IRENA 2017). Thereby, the technical challenges and associated subsurface risks of deep geothermal energy are closely related to those of classical hydrocarbon exploration and production: finding a producing reservoir, drilling deep wells in sometimes challenging environments, and ensuring safe and sustainable production over timespans of several years to decades. In particular, drilling of deep wells is a significant economic factor in each deep geothermal project and can account for 30-70% of the overall project cost (Stefansson 2002; Stober and Bucher 2013). Consequently, the EU-Commission (2018) has formulated in its strategic energy transition (SET) plan that the cost of drilling for deep geothermal energy (referred to 2015) has to be reduced by 15% immediately, 30% until 2030 and finally 50% until 2050 to remain competitive on the energy market.

In most cases, the rotary drilling technology is used to drill deep geothermal wells. Here, the deep geothermal industry uses, to a large extent, the experience and technical knowledge built by the hydrocarbon industry (c.f. Stober and Bucher 2013). In the hydrocarbon industry, minimum and maximum drilling fluid densities (mud weight) to prevent kicks, instabilities, sticking and drilling fluid losses as well as designing casing strength and landing points are generally driven by accurate analysis and estimation of pore pressure and subsurface stresses (Mouchet and Mitchell 1989). This task is generally known as pore pressure prediction. Pore pressure prediction is a critical tool to minimize economic, environmental and safety-related drilling risks (e.g. Pinkston and Flemings 2019), but depends on a sufficient database of offset wells (Mouchet and Mitchell 1989). Its significance for drilling hydrocarbon wells suggests a similar importance for deep geothermal wells, which we investigate for the North Alpine Foreland Basin in SE Germany.

The North Alpine Foreland Basin is a low enthalpy (reservoir temperature < 200°C) deep geothermal play, which has already completed the transition from being a classical hydrocarbon play in the 1950s to late 1980s (Lemcke 1979; Bachmann et al. 1981) into one of Europe’s most prolific and most extensively explored deep geothermal (hydrothermal) energy plays (Agemar et al. 2014a). It also contains a heterogeneous pore pressure distribution with hydrostatic pore pressure, significant overpressure, pressure regressions and underpressure (Lemcke 1976; Müller et al. 1988; Drews et al. 2018; Drews and Stollhofen 2019; Drews et al. 2020b), which makes it an ideal candidate to investigate the role and impact of pore pressure in deep geothermal energy drilling. Moreover, the possible impact of pore pressure prediction on improving drilling performance and lowering drilling cost for the deep geothermal energy sector will be addressed.

**North Alpine Foreland Basin in SE Germany**

**Geological setting**

The North Alpine Foreland Basin (referred to NAFB hereafter) is the peripheral foredeep of the European Northern Alps (Schmid et al. 2004) (Figure 1a). It originated as a result of continent-continent collision at ~35 Ma (Pfiffner 1986). The SE German part of the NAFB is bounded in the west by Lake Constance and the Austrian border in the east. To the north the Danube River represents the northernmost outline of the NAFB in SE Germany, and the North Alpine Thrust Front marks the southern border of the basin (Schmid et al. 2004).

The pre-Mesozoic basement of the NAFB mostly comprises crystalline rocks that formed during the Variscan Orogeny (Bachmann et al. 1987). The crystalline basement is covered with mainly Jurassic shales and carbonate rocks, and in the southeastern part, also with carbonate rocks of early Cretaceous age and shales of late Cretaceous age, which in the northwest of the basin are partly truncated by an unconformity or completely eroded (Bachmann et al. 1987; Allen et al. 1991;
Bachmann and Müller 1996). Upper Jurassic carbonates, which are the main reservoir for deep
geothermal energy production, outcrop at the northern rim of the NAFB, whereas they are buried to
depths around 5 km below ground level in front of the Alps (Figure 1b). Cenozoic basin fill sediments
are characterized by two distinct megacycles subdivided into four depositional events (Bachmann
and Müller 1996; Sissingh 1997; Kuhlemann and Kempf 2002): the first megacycle starts with
deposition of marine shales and marls (early Oligocene) followed by deposition of more terrestrial
and coarser grained material (late Oligocene-early Miocene). The second megacycle comprises again
finer-grained marine deposits of early Miocene age followed again by terrestrial sediments (middle-
late Miocene), respectively. Since the middle to late Miocene, the NAFB in SE Germany was subject
to erosion and more recently glaciation and deglaciation. However, total uplift in the undeformed
part of the NAFB is believed to amount only to a few hundred meters (Baran et al. 2014).

From hydrocarbon to deep geothermal energy production
The NAFB in SE Germany has been extensively explored for hydrocarbons from the 1950s to 1980s
(Lemcke 1979; Bachmann et al. 1981) with some minor exploration and production activity until
recently (Pasternak 2011). Primary targets have been sandstones of Mid Jurassic, Late Cretaceous,
Eocene, Oligocene and Miocene depositional ages and carbonates of late Jurassic and Eocene
depositional ages (Lemcke 1979). Most thermal water resources have been accidentally discovered as
a by-product of actual hydrocarbon exploration and usage of thermal water was long limited to hot
springs resorts (Schulz et al. 2017). In the 1990s, specific deep geothermal energy exploration and
production with a focus on district heating began with the shallow projects in the north-eastern part
of the NAFB in the fractured and karstified carbonates of the Upper Jurassic. The success of these
projects further motivated deeper projects in the Upper Jurassic around Munich in the early 2000s
(Schulz et al. 2017). Also in this time period, the first deep geothermal energy project for electricity
generation was realized in Unterhaching (Schulz et al. 2017). In the following 10-15 years the Upper
Jurassic carbonate reservoir was further developed with successful exploration in and around Munich
and the south-eastern part of the NAFB in SE Germany (Schulz et al. 2017).

Today, 25 deep geothermal projects have found a producible thermal water resource and more
projects are planned to be executed in the next years (BVG 2019). Four additional projects did not
yield sufficient flow rates and are either abandoned or being further investigated (Figure 2b). All
projects utilize a similar production plan with at least one producer and one injector well (Figure 1b).
Thermal water is exclusively produced from depths between 500 to 5000 mTVD from Upper Jurassic
carbonates with flow rates between 30 and 150 l/s and at temperatures between 60 and 150 °C
generation and/or district heating, the cooled thermal water is reinjected into the reservoir. In total
>35 megawatt electrical and >320 megawatt thermal output are currently generated for both
electricity generation and district heating, respectively, which is equivalent to >90% of Germany’s
fully installed deep geothermal power (BVG 2019).

Dataset, methodology and assumptions
Since drilling problems affect sensitive topics such as safety and project economics, all deep
geothermal projects have been randomly anonymized with alphanumeric project names from P1 to
P29 (Table 1).

The dataset comprises of end of well reports, drilling reports and mud logs from 19 out of 29 deep
geothermal projects (Table 1). In addition, drilling histories and/or indications of drilling problems
published by Pletl et al. (2010), Lackner et al. (2018), Fisch et al. (2015) and Drews et al. (2020b) have
been used to assess the deep geothermal projects P1, P3, P9 and P14, respectively. In total, drilling
and pore pressure relevant data of 80% of all deep geothermal projects (70% of all deep geothermal wells) were available for this study (Table 1).

For all deep geothermal projects except P5 and P19, total measured depth (MD), true vertical depth (TVD) and drilling time (typically spud to rig release) have been retrieved from the geological web map application “Umweltatlas” of the Bavarian Environment Agency (Bay.LfU 2020) and 2019 version of the NIBIS®Kartenserver (2019). For P5 and P19, information about drilling time was not available.

**Classification of drilling problems**

Reported drilling problems have been classified into major and minor/negligible problems. Major drilling problems resulted in either side-track operations, significant kicks or both. Minor/negligible drilling problems represent events which have been noticed, but did not significantly impede the drilling operations (including minor influxes). Wells without any reported drilling problems are labelled as none/not reported (Table 1).

**Estimation of drilling rate**

Drilling rate per project is estimated in average project drilling depth (in meters) per time (in hours) averaged over the number of wellbores, exclusive of any side-tracks, to reach the reservoir target. Drilling hours per project are rounded to the cumulative full days difference between drilling start and drilling end as published by the Bavarian Environmental Agency (Bay.LfU 2020) and NIBIS®Kartenserver (2019) of each well, but again exclusive of side-tracks which were drilled to enhance the reservoir performance. Drilling time can however be inclusive of production testing and other technical problems (e.g. power outage, weather, chemical mud reactions, etc.) all of which bias the drilling rate estimate towards lower values – in particular for shallower wells.

To showcase the drilling rate estimate we assume a deep geothermal project with two wells. The first well drilled in 60 days to 3000 mMD, then required a side-track due to pore pressure-related drilling problems from 2700 mMD and reached the target at 4000 mMD after another 30 days. The second well reached the target at 4200 mMD after 80 days and subsequently drilled a side-track from 3500 mMD to 4500 mMD to enhance reservoir performance, which took another 15 days. In that case, the cumulative drilling days would amount 170 days and the average measured drilling depth for the project would be 4100 mMD. The resulting average drilling rate for both wells would therefore be 2.01 meters per hour (m/h).

Since the retrieved drilling rate only proved a rough estimate and not as an exact representation of the drilling progress, we normalized all drilling rates to the highest (fastest) drilling rate of all projects.

**Review of pore pressure prediction and distribution in the NAFB**

The NAFB in SE Germany displays a complex pore pressure distribution (Figure 2) with pressure ramps and a pressure regression in its overpressured parts (Figure 2a). Until recently, pore pressure prediction for deep geothermal drilling was mainly guided by maximum drilling mud weights from old hydrocarbon wells (Müller *et al*. 1988)(Figure 2b, black lines) due to limited digital data availability and access. The limited data availability led to significant drilling problems in step-out projects as reported for example for the deep geothermal projects P1 (Pletl *et al*. 2010) and P3 (Lackner *et al*. 2018) (Figure 2b). Recent access to and digitization of geophysical well log data, vertical seismic profiles, geological well tops and pressure tests of hydrocarbon wells and deep geothermal wells facilitated a reinterpretation of the pore pressure distribution (Drews *et al*. 2018). As a result, stratigraphically resolved pore pressure gradient maps have been established suggesting that the overpressure zone is likely much more extensive (Drews *et al*. 2018)(Figure 2b-e). In addition, the lateral pore pressure distribution most likely follows a different spatial trend in the south-eastern
part of the NAFB, but this area is also marked by the highest uncertainty due to limited data availability (Figure 2b).

This reinterpretation, together with previous studies (Lemcke 1976; Müller et al. 1988), yielded a more detailed and holistic understanding of the distribution of pore pressure in the NAFB: Upper Jurassic carbonates exhibit extremely well developed hydraulic connectivity due to faulting, karstification and dolomitization (Birner 2013; Böhm et al. 2013; Budach et al. 2018; Bohnsack et al. 2020). Since Upper Jurassic carbonates crop out at the northern rim of the basin, and due to their exceptional hydraulic properties, the hydraulic head within the aquifer generally follows that of the Danube River (Lemcke 1976), which flows from west to east. As a consequence, pore pressure in the Upper Jurassic is generally (sub-)hydrostatic (Figure 2a) and slightly decreasing from west to east. Lower Cretaceous carbonates, if present, share the same pressure regime with Upper Jurassic carbonates (Lemcke 1976; Drews et al. 2020b).

Pore pressure of the Cenozoic basin fill appears to be dependent on several factors: a) deposition of low permeability marine sediments such as shales and marls, b) elevated subsidence and sedimentation rates during late Oligocene and early Miocene and c) presence of Upper Cretaceous shales, which act as hydraulic barrier between the Cenozoic basin fill and sub-hydrostatically pressured Lower Cretaceous and Upper Jurassic basement carbonates (Müller et al. 1988; Drews et al. 2018; Drews et al. 2020b). Marine deposits, high sedimentation rates in excess of 200 m/myr and Upper Cretaceous shales are all present in the south and south-eastern parts of the NAFB in SE Germany (c.f. Bachmann et al. 1987; Zweigel 1998; Kuhlemann and Kempf 2002; Drews et al. 2020b). Here, overpressure starts to develop below 1500-2500 m in Chattian marls and shales and usually reaches pore pressure gradients up to 2.0 g/cm³ in equivalent mud weight (EMW) representation in sediments of lower Rupelian depositional age (Müller et al. 1988; Drews et al. 2018) (Figure 2a-d). In the very south-eastern part of the basin, peak pore pressure gradients in excess of 2.0 g/cm³ EMW were encountered in Upper Cretaceous shales (Müller et al. 1988; Drews et al. 2018) (Figure 2e), which reach a thickness >400 m in this area (Bachmann et al. 1987; Przybycin et al. 2017).

Velocity and vertical effective stress-based analysis of shale pore pressure as well as 3D basin modelling indicate that overpressure is mostly generated by vertical loading and disequilibrium compaction (Drews et al. 2018; Drews et al. 2020a). However, clay diagenesis has been reported in the Austrian part of the basin (Gier et al. 1998) and could also contribute to overpressure generation. Similarly, hydrocarbon generation and oil-to-gas cracking might be an additional source of overpressure in very organic matter-rich formations. In particular, the lower Rupelian comprises a section of high organic matter content (Bachmann et al. 1987; Sachsenhofer et al. 2010).

Furthermore, the effect of tectonic stress on overpressure generation is most likely increasing with decreasing distance to the North Alpine Thrust Front (Drews et al. 2020b; Müller et al. 1988). Tectonic stress probably also results in elevated differential horizontal stresses, which might additionally facilitate drilling problems due to breakouts. Breakouts have been recorded in most hydrocarbon wells and indicate a predominant orientation of the maximum horizontal stress perpendicular to the North Alpine Thrust Front (Reinecker et al. 2010).

The reinterpretation of the pore pressure distribution now allows for a stratigraphically resolved pore pressure prediction with less uncertainty, since various data sources (direct pressure tests and indicators, drilling events, mud weight profiles and shale compaction) have been incorporated. The reinterpretation also points at areas, where underbalanced drilling was likely a common practice, in particular during the early stage of hydrocarbon exploration. In these areas, the pore pressure estimate based on maximum drilling mud weights (Müller et al. 1988) significantly differs from the
reinterpreted pore pressure magnitudes (Drews et al. 2018) (compare black isobars with color-coded isobars on Figure 2b).

Pore pressure-related drilling problems
As described above, pore pressure models for well planning often followed published maximum drilling mud weights of old hydrocarbon wells (Müller et al. 1988) and past experience from other geothermal wells, which can be far away from the actual drilling location. Although maximum drilling mud weights give a first order orientation of the distribution of pore pressure in the NAFB, they reflect the style of drilling and the driller’s perception of pore pressure at the time rather than an integrated analysis of pore pressure utilizing various data sources. The lack of pore pressure data, except for maximum drilling mud weights of old hydrocarbon wells, has often led to underbalanced drilling and subsequent significant drilling problems in deep geothermal wells (Table 1). In fact, more than half of all deep geothermal projects or one third of all geothermal wells drilled in the NAFB experienced geological drilling problems (Figure 3a and b). The vast majority of these wells were drilled through the overpressured zone, and all of the reported problems are related to either kicks, wellbore instabilities (collapse, cavings, tight spots, etc.) or differential pressure sticking or losses due to previously increased mud weight (Figure 3c, Table 1).

Wellbore stability is additionally challenging, since the kick-off point for highly deviated drilling, which is standard to maximize the production zone in the reservoir, is usually on top or within the pore pressure ramp (e.g. Lackner et al. 2018). Also, significant impact of tectonic stress on both overpressure generation and wellbore shear failure (breakouts) can be expected in a foreland basin setting such as the NAFB. The large amount of wellbore stability problems in deep geothermal wells and previously recorded breakouts in hydrocarbon wells (Reinecker et al. 2010) support this hypothesis. However, since many of these wells have likely been drilled underbalanced, formation of large breakouts and washouts does not necessarily require large differential horizontal stresses (c.f. Fjaer et al. 2008). The detailed analysis of wellbore failure and elevated differential horizontal stresses could therefore further improve drilling performance in the NAFB.

For almost one quarter of all projects (or 14% of all wells) the described challenges resulted in major drilling problems such as significant kicks, side-track operations or both (Figure 3a, b and d) and problems occurred more often in deeper projects/wells than shallower ones (Figure 3d). Still, these numbers represent the lower boundary since no data was available for one fifth of all projects (or 30% of all wells) to investigate pore pressure-related drilling problems. Besides, most wells with “none/not reported” drilling problems only had a mud log available as data source (Table 1), which rarely report minor drilling problems.

In total, 11 side-tracks had to be drilled due to geological drilling problems, which are likely related to abnormal pore pressures (Table 1). On top of that, two more side-tracks likely fall in this category, too, since side-track operations started before reaching the reservoir. However, no data was available for the respective projects. The occurrence of pore pressure-related drilling problems also correlates with the overall project depth (Figure 3d), since within the overpressure zone pore pressure increases with increasing depth (Figure 4b). Comparing pore pressure estimates from maximum drilling mud weights (Müller et al. 1988) with more recent pore pressure estimates which integrated drilling, geophysical and geological data (Drews et al. 2018; Drews et al. 2020b) suggests most wells with drilling problems would be drilled significantly underbalanced, if planned on an offset maximum drilling mud weight basis only (Figure 4a), which provides an explanation for the experienced drilling challenges.

The impact of pore pressure prediction can be additionally exemplified by two deep geothermal projects which experienced significant drilling problems with subsequent side-track operations.
These two projects are the deep geothermal projects P1 and P3 (see Figure 2b for project locations), whose drilling problems have been reported, revisited and published in retrospect by Pletl et al. (2010) and Lackner et al. (2018), respectively. Both deep geothermal projects are extreme cases for pore pressure-related drilling problems and were the first step-outs into the overpressure zone southward of Munich (see Figure 2b for location of both projects). Both projects therefore provide valuable case studies and reference cases highlighting the importance of an integrated pore pressure analysis and prediction in deep geothermal exploration drilling.

Deep geothermal project P1 was drilled in 2007 to a maximum total depth of 5567 mMD and experienced severe drilling problems, presumably due to heavy pressure cavings in the Lower Rupelian shales (Pletl et al. 2010). These problems led to two side-tracks and to approximately 50% of additional drilling time (Pletl et al. 2010). High pore pressures were not anticipated and indeed offset maximum drilling mud weights indicate only very mild overpressures of around 1.2 g/cm³ in EMW (Müller et al. 1988) (Figure 2b, Figure 5b). The reinterpreted pore pressure distribution (Drews et al. 2018) (Figure 2b) however reveals a different picture: Pore pressures of up to 1.5-1.6 g/cm³ EMW in the trouble zone of the Lower Rupelian seem to be much more likely and offer an explanation of the experienced drilling problems (Figure 5b). According to the mud log of the last P1 well, the trouble zone was finally drilled with a mud weight of 1.45 g/cm³.

Deep geothermal project P3 was executed in 2016 and reached a maximum total depth of 6084 mMD (Lackner et al. 2018). The first well experienced a strong gas kick in sandstones of the Lower Rupelian, which led to a first side-track (Lackner et al. 2018). For the second well, mud weight was apparently increased to compensate for the elevated pressures in the kick zone, but resulted in differential pressure sticking in sands of Chattian age and two more side-tracks (Lackner et al. 2018). In total, drilling time almost doubled for deep geothermal project P3 due to the reported pore pressure-related drilling problems (Lackner et al. 2018). Anticipated pore pressure based on maximum drilling mud weights from offset hydrocarbon wells indicate a maximum pore pressure of 1.5 g/cm³ EMW (Müller et al. 1988) (Figure 2b, Figure 5b), while the reinterpreted pore pressure distribution (Drews et al. 2018) (Figure 2b) indicates a mud weight of at least 1.8 g/cm³ would be required (Figure 2b, Figure 5b).

Drilling rate and drilling cost vs. pore pressure related drilling problem severity

Usually, the cost of drilling amounts between 30-70% of the overall project cost (e.g. Stefansson 2002; Stober and Bucher 2013). The impact of non-productive time due to pore pressure-related drilling problems can therefore be significant for the entire project economics. Standardized drilling rates in mMD per hour have been calculated using cumulated rig time (typically spud to rig release) and average total measured depth for all wells of each project, excluding side-tracks. No drilling rates have been calculated for the projects P10 and P17, where maximum drilling depth did not exceed 1000 mTVD (Table 1). Here, the impact of testing on overall rig time is particularly high due to the short drilling time, which would result in unrealistically slow drilling rates.

Figure 6 shows normalized estimated drilling rate as a function of the spud date and drilling problem severity (major, minor/negligible, none/not reported). Drilling rates increase over time for projects which experienced none/not reported and major drilling problems, reflecting the general learning curve of deep geothermal drilling in the NAFB. Projects with minor/negligible drilling problems do not follow a drilling rate trend over time, which is related to the narrow time range covered by the respective projects and a larger spread in drilling rates.

On average, drilling rates of projects with major pore pressure related drilling problems are ~40% lower than projects with none/not reported drilling problems (Figure 6). Assuming the actual drilling process accounts for ~50% of the overall cost of a deep geothermal well (c.f. Augustine et al. 2006),
avoidance of pore pressure related drilling problems can result in a cost saving of up to 20% in the NAFB. This alone can already exceed or significantly contribute to the EU-SET plan goals to reduce drilling costs (compared to 2015) by 15% (immediately), 30% (by 2030) and 50% (by 2050) (EU-Commission 2018). Attributing a maximum of 70% of total deep geothermal project costs to drilling (c.f. Stefansson 2002; Stober and Bucher 2013), accurate pre-drill pore pressure prediction and analysis could therefore reduce the total developing cost of an entire geothermal play with similar overpressure settings by 10-20%.

Conclusions
Pore pressure-related drilling problems in the context of deep geothermal exploration drilling have been investigated on a regional scale for the deep geothermal energy play in the abnormally pressured North Alpine Foreland Basin, SE Germany.

The drilling problems have been set into context with different previously published pore pressure estimates in the study area: 1. Based on maximum drilling mud weights of old hydrocarbon wells and 2. integrated pore pressure prediction/analysis incorporating drilling, pressure test, geophysical and geological data. Thereby, drilling problems correlate with an underestimation of pore pressure magnitudes on the basis of offset maximum drilling mud weights. Hereby, more than 50% of all projects or one third of all wells drilled experienced minor or major pore pressure-related drilling issues. The actual percentage is likely even higher, since not all wells investigated had a full data set available and 30% of the wells have not been investigated due restricted data access at the time of this study. A large amount of drilling challenges is attributed to wellbore stability problems. The detailed analysis of wellbore failure due to elevated tectonic stress should therefore be a future field of research to further improve drilling performance in the NAFB.

On average, major pore pressure related drilling problems result in a 40% decrease of drilling rate and thus significantly impact project economics. Averaged over all deep geothermal projects in a deep geothermal play, a fully integrated pre-drill pore pressure analysis/prediction can potentially reduce drilling cost by up to 20% in overpressured basins like the North Alpine Foreland Basin in SE Germany. This alone can significantly contribute to the EU-SET plan goals to reduce drilling costs.

The demonstrated impact of accurate pre-drill pore pressure prediction on drilling performance and cost equally provides a useful real-world example for project developers and management of the petroleum and deep geothermal energy industry. In addition to cost savings, an improved pore pressure prediction will make the petroleum and deep geothermal energy industries safer for drilling crews and contributes to reduction of the risk of environmental damage caused by well control incidents.
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### Table 1: Anonymized deep geothermal sites with depth ranges, drilling problem type and severity, side-track information and used data sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>max. Total depth MD [m]</th>
<th>TVD [m]</th>
<th>Primary PP related Drilling problems*</th>
<th>Problem Severity**</th>
<th>Side-track (ST)?</th>
<th>Data sources***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>&gt;5000</td>
<td>4000-5000</td>
<td>WBS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>Mudlog, Pletl et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>2000-3000</td>
<td>Losses</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>Mudlog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>&gt;5000</td>
<td>&gt;5000</td>
<td>Kick/Influx, DPS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>Lackner et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>&gt;5000</td>
<td>4000-5000</td>
<td>WBS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>EoWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>4000-5000</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 ST before reaching reservoir</td>
<td>no data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>2000-3000</td>
<td>2000-3000</td>
<td>not reported</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>Mudlog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>2000-3000</td>
<td>2000-3000</td>
<td>not reported</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>EoWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>WBS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 productivity related ST</td>
<td>EoWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>4000-5000</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>WBS, Losses</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>Fisch et al. (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>&lt;1000</td>
<td>&lt;1000</td>
<td>not reported</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>EoWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>2000-3000</td>
<td>not reported</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>Mudlog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>4000-5000</td>
<td>4000-5000</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 productivity related ST</td>
<td>no data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>4000-5000</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>not reported</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>Mudlog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>&gt;5000</td>
<td>4000-5000</td>
<td>Kick/Influx</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 productivity related ST</td>
<td>Dreus et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>2000-3000</td>
<td>2000-3000</td>
<td>Kick/Influx</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>EoWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>2000-3000</td>
<td>not reported</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>Mudlog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>&lt;1000</td>
<td>&lt;1000</td>
<td>not reported</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>EoWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>2000-3000</td>
<td>2000-3000</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>no data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>&gt;5000</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 ST before reaching reservoir</td>
<td>no data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>WBS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>EoWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21</td>
<td>4000-5000</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>WBS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>DDR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22</td>
<td>&gt;5000</td>
<td>4000-5000</td>
<td>Kick/Influx, DPS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>EoWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P23</td>
<td>&gt;5000</td>
<td>4000-5000</td>
<td>WBS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>DDR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P24</td>
<td>4000-5000</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>Losses</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>Mudlog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P25</td>
<td>2000-3000</td>
<td>2000-3000</td>
<td>not reported</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>Mudlog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P26</td>
<td>1000-2000</td>
<td>1000-2000</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>no data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27</td>
<td>4000-5000</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>WBS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>EoWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P28</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>WBS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>EoWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P29</td>
<td>3000-4000</td>
<td>2000-3000</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 drilling problem related ST</td>
<td>no data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*WBS = wellbore stability (cavings, tight spots, repeated overpulls), DPS = differential pressure sticking

**1 = major, 2 = minor/negligible, 3 = none/not reported, 4 = unknown

***EoWR = end of well report, DDR = daily drilling reports
Figure captions

Figure 1: Geographical and geological overview of the North Alpine Foreland Basin. (a): Location of the North Alpine Foreland Basin in SE Germany and Central Europe (modified from Drews et al. 2020b). (b): N-S cross-section (see black line in Figure 1a) through the North Alpine Foreland Basin modified from Drews et al. (2018) after Reinecker et al. (2010) and Lüschen et al. (2006). The blue and red lines indicate a typical hydrothermal doublet layout with deviated production (red) and injection (blue) wells.

Figure 2: Pore pressure overview of the North Alpine Foreland Basin in SE Germany. A: Typical vertical pore pressure profile (EMW representation) in the overpressured part of the North Alpine Foreland Basin with hypothetical hydrostatic pore pressure (Hyd, dashed light blue line), actual pore pressure (PP, solid blue line), fracture gradient (FG, dashed red line), vertical stress ($S_v$, black line) and generalized lithological column. Pore pressure and vertical stress were adapted from Drews et al. (2018), fracture gradient estimated after Drews et al. (2019). B: Maximum pore pressure map in equivalent mud weight (EMW) representation. Colours indicate maximum pore pressures based on integrated pore pressure analysis of more than 100 wells (Drews et al. 2018), black lines represent maximum drilling mud weights of old hydrocarbon wells (Müller et al. 1988). Green and red circles are producible and non-producible deep geothermal projects, respectively. Green triangles indicate location of the producing deep geothermal projects P1 and P3. C-E: Stratigraphically resolved pore pressures for Upper Oligocene (Chattian), Lower Oligocene (Rupelian) and Upper Cretaceous units (modified from Drews et al. 2018).

Figure 3: Overview of pore pressure-related drilling problems. A: Pie chart showing the percentages of deep geothermal projects with major or minor/negligible drilling problems. B: Same as A, but for individual wells. C: Subset of wells with drilling problems showing the fractions of wells with different drilling problems (WBS refers to either wellbore stability, collapse, severe cavings or a combination; DPS is short for differential pressure sticking). Drilling fluid losses (Losses*) only includes those incidences which led to side-tracks. D: All deep geothermal projects represented in geographical Northing vs. average total drilling depth (measured depth MD) after Flechtner and Aubele (2019). Color-coding indicates severity of drilling problems according to Figure 3a, b.

Figure 4: Relation between pore pressure and drilling problems for all deep geothermal projects. Color-coding represents drilling problem severity (red=major, yellow=minor/negligible, green=none/not reported, dotted black=unknown). A: Estimated maximum pore pressure (after Drews et al. 2018; c.f. Figure 2b) vs. total true vertical depth. B: Total true vertical depth of each deep geothermal project vs. the difference between predicted pore pressure based on integrated pore pressure estimation (after Drews et al. 2018) and maximum drilling mud weights of offset wells only (after Müller et al. 1988) – also compare with Figure 2b above.

Figure 5: Examples for the impact of integrated pore pressure analysis on drilling performance. A: Vertical profile of deep geothermal project P1 (see green triangle “1” on figure 2b for location) with trouble zone (red transparent rectangle) with severe wellbore collapse. Tops and trouble zone depths and stratigraphy from Pletl et al. (2010). B: Vertical profile of deep geothermal project P3 (see green triangle “3” on figure 2b for location) with trouble zone (red transparent box) with strong gas kick. Tops from a nearby hydrocarbon offset well (Well C in Drews et al. 2020b) and trouble zone depth and trouble zone stratigraphy from (Lackner et al. 2018). A&B: Pore pressure estimate based on maximum drilling mud weights of offset wells (black dashed line) after Müller et al. (1988) and simplified reinterpreted pore pressure profile (blue line) after Drews et al. (2018).

Figure 6: Normalized average drilling rate per deep geothermal project as a function of the spud date. Color-coding represents drilling problem severity (red=major, yellow=minor/negligible, green=none/not reported, black=unknown). No drilling rates have been calculated for projects P5 and P19. The green and red dashed line indicate the average drilling rate improvement over time for projects which experienced none/not reported and major drilling problems, respectively. For the latter, drilling rate is approximately reduced by 40% at all times (c.f. green-red coloured arrows).
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(a) Drilling problem severity (projects)
- unknown, ST before reaching reservoir, 7%
- unknown, 14%
- major, 24%
- minor/negligible, 28%
- none/not reported, 28%
- n=29

(b) Drilling problem severity (wells)
- unknown, ST before reaching reservoir, 3%
- major, 14%
- minor/negligible, 19%
- none/not reported, 38%
- n=79

(c) Type of drilling problems (wells)
- Losses*, 13%
- Kick/influx, 15%
- OPE*, 12%
- WBO, 62%
- n=26

(d) N-Munich plot
- average TD [ft/ha]
- unknown, ST probably due to drilling problems
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